
rodrigo f. mandetta project

business administration on Google



About me

I'm 1, I rodrigo f. mandetta marketing professional since 2001 with update in digital 
marketing 2019 is part of the research group of Google and the developers Github founded 
the project 123RFM in December 2019 which is summarized in the implementation of 
companies in Google Search, Google Maps and the activation of your Internet site in 
addition to websites, digital illustrations and account management on social media platforms. 
Attends POS GRADUATE at Stanford University in progress.

I am looking for a co-founder and / or entrepreneurs who believe in the business and make it 
expand in a solid and innovative way, always side by side with technology.



SKILLS STOPPED NOW LET'S EXPAND

Rodrigo
f.mandetta



Having your company implemented in 
Google and being receptive to the 
digital world, be found through 
your Location on the Internet, 
Google Search and Google Maps.

Implementation of your company in Google Search



Allow your customers to see your 
company through photos, videos, 
let them interact by reading and 
making comments punctuating with 
stars, schedule times and know 
your working hours including 
holidays

    Implementation of your company in Google Maps



Through the administrative panels 
of your location on the Internet, 
you can track your performance on 
Google Search, Google Maps and 
your Internet Location

    Implementation of your site local by Google



The project

At the moment we publish the 
services of implementation 
of companies in Google 
through the site 
http://123rfm.com.br and in 
my Location in the Internet 
https://123rfm.us and now we 
base update our processes 
with own app besides the app 
Wix for members access my 
community



Sites productions

The project 1 - 
professional internet 
service 



Site production

The project 2 - hosting 
complete



Site production

The project 3 - coaching 
sport training



Site production

The project 4 - local 
internet by Google



business meetings
If you have a macht in our meetings you 
will have a great chance to expand your 
ideas

uk loans for creatives
my discounts surpass big names



rodrigo f. 
mandetta 
highlights

Marketing Strategy
123rfm, USA
Dezember 2019 - Present

DEVELOPMENT. Member
Github, Brazil
September 2020- Present

Look DEVELOPMENT APP
For who to serve, global
September 2020- Present



Creating daily and 
innovating

“ I'm a pioneer in location marketing “





Contact

rodrigo f. mandetta
rfeolamandetta@gmail.com
www.123rfm.com.br
www.123rfm.us 

http://www.123rfm.com.br
http://www.123rfm.us

